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Let J. Blanton Plumbing Fix Your
Clogged Drains

You hop in the shower after someone in your family has used it and there’s still standing

water in the tub, or you brush your teeth and your sink is �lling up instead of draining. It

sounds like a drain is clogged.

A clogged drain is not just inconvenient; if it’s not taken care of properly the �rst time it can

happen again. Leave your clogged drain repairs to J. Blanton Plumbing, your local Chicago

plumber. We will �x it fast and �x it right.

Common Causes of Clogged Drains:

Hair

Soap scum build up

Flushing feminine napkins

Many products you can purchase yourself use chemicals to break up clogs, but these can

damage your pipes, turning a simple drain clog into a larger, more costly plumbing problem.

J. Blanton has safer ways to �x the problem using our professional equipment. Don’t leg

clogged drains cause a bigger problem down the road.

Drain Snake
Using a professional cable drain cleaner, we can get deep into the pipe to �nd and break up

the clog. Our drain snake is much longer and more powerful than what is sold at home

improvement stores, making it easier to get to those clogs deep inside pipes.

Hydro Jetter
Some clogs need more power that a simple drain snake, so that’s when we recommended a

more powerful solution. A hydro jetter uses a high pressure water stream to break up tough

clogs and send the debris through the pipes, clearing them completely.

If you notice that water is standing in your tub or sink, or your toilet is slow to �ush, there may

be a clog developing in your pipes. Before the clogged drain gets any worse, call J. Blanton

Plumbing at (773) 839-2790 to �x your clog today.

What Sets Us Apart

J. Blanton is proud to offer the best warranties in the industry. When we leave your home,

your boiler issue will be �xed. If we’ve made a mistake or used a lemon part, or if you have

any problems at all, don’t hesitate to call us back. We will always take your phone calls and �x

the issue. We stand behind our work.

CO N TA C T  U S  T O D AY !
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Residential Plumbing
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Save on all Services!
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Chicagolands Top Rated Plumbing Company

Same Day Service

7 7 3 - 8 3 9 -2 7 9 0

HOME PLUMBING SERVICE AREA

NO DRIP CLUB FINANCING ABOUT

CONTACT US

To Our Valued Customers, we are open and ready to serve you. Click here to see how we’re keeping our customers and our technicians safe.
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